
DS MCGREGOR AND PARTNERS 
 VETERINARY SURGEON VACANCY (WICK)

Salary dependent on experience with an established pay
rise structure in place. Usual subscriptions plus private
health care .
29 days holiday each year.

GDP and CPD fully supported. New graduates are
encouraged to enrol on the excellent XL Vets New
Graduate Development Programme
We can provide a company vehicle and assist
in finding accommodation.

Our practices are well equipped, including: 

 Farm animal  - rectal scanners, hydraulic foot tipping crate, EEJ for bull/tup testing, automated faecal egg analysers. We

have vets who are trained to carry out PMs at the local SRUC facility. 

Equine – Repro/Tendon scanner, portable x-ray, power float for dentals. 

Small animal – digital x-ray, ultrasound, dental x-ray with table-side processor, in-house blood machines, range

of ortho equipment including TPLO kit. 

To apply or for an informal discussion please contact:
Pete or Iain on 01955 602088 or by email to  
jobs@dsmcg.co.uk 

A typical day starts with a cup of tea and a team meeting at 8:45am and when not on call you will
normally be finished by 5:30pm. The shared out of hours rota is currently 1:5 with days off in lieu. New
graduates can expect to be well supported by senior colleagues. 

Caithness is a vibrant rural area that offers many opportunities for those that want to get
involved in the local community.  There are numerous sporting clubs, fitness facilities
and outdoor activities available in the area alongside  a local cinema and excellent
cafes/restaurants. 
For the more relaxed among us there are beautiful beaches to walk the dog on, the
chance to see the northern lights and a wide variety of wildlife.

Be part of the XLVets community of
independently owned, progressive veterinary
practices that work together to achieve the
highest standards of veterinary care

We are looking for a vet keen to pursue a career in mixed practice with a friendly and
supportive team of 19 vets in the Scottish Highlands. We are an independent, genuinely
mixed practice and the home of the popular TV series ‘The Highland Vet.’ Although the
role can be flexible and individual interests pursued, a vet with an enthusiasm for farm
animal work would be particularly suitable.


